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ABSTRACT 

Diabetes is a primary contributor to the global burden of sickness and a developing range of research has shown hyperlinks 
among melancholy and diabetes. However, the available data regarding the superiority of depression in diabetes patients in 
KSA have been limited, and restricted in Taif region. Objectives: To assess the prevalence and determinants of depression in 
the sufferers of diabetes attending diabetic clinics, King Abdulaziz Specialist hospital, Taif. Methods: a cross-sectional study 
design was adopted including a random sample of the adult diabetic patients attended the Diabetic center at King Abdulaziz 
Specialist hospital in Taif city, Saudi Arabia. A data collection questionnaire composed of three parts was utilized for data 
collection including the personal characteristics, diabetes-related variables and the Arabic version of Beck Depression 
inventory scale (BDI-II) to screen depression. Results: The patients' age ranged between 18 and 92 years. Depression was 
reported among almost half of diabetic patients (47.4%). Factors significantly associated with depression were patient`s 
gender, marital status, family history of depression, level of glycated hemoglobin, level of fasting blood glucose, history of 
insulin therapy, number of daily taken drugs other than those of DM, compliance with therapy and presence of diabetic 
complications. Conclusion: Approximately half of the patients were depressed, mostly of the mild and moderate levels. Some 
personal-related and diabetes –related associated factors were identified. The rehabilitation program was recommended. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Diabetes is a chronic sickness which influences each organ inside the human system, undoubtedly. The WHO 
projected that 300 million people will be afflicted by diabetes by 2025. [1] In KSA, the number of humans with 
diabetes is increasing due to populace growth, aging, urbanization, and growing incidence of the weight 
problems and physical inactivity. The general prevalence of diabetes was 23.7%, with 26.2% being males and 
21.5% females [2]. 
Depression is a mental disorder that is commonly presented with depressed mood, decreased energy, emotions 
of guilt or low self-confidence, loss of interest or pleasure, poor concentration, and disturbed sleep or appetite. 
Depending on the number and severity of symptoms, it can be categorized as mild, moderate, or severe [3]. 
The lifetime occurrence of the principal despair in adults has been expected to be 7 to 12 % in men, and 20 to 25 
% in women. The prevalence of despair in patients in primary care settings has ranged from 5 to 10 %. The rates 
have been notably higher in persons with the certain medical conditions, including obesity, diabetes mellitus, 
cancer, and a history of myocardial infarction [4]. 

http://www.ijpras.com/
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Diabetes is a major contributor to the worldwide burden of ailment and a developing variety of research has 
shown hyperlinks among despair and diabetes [5–8]. The rate of despair in people with diabetes has been much 
higher than in the general population [9]. A meta-analysis including 20 controlled reseach studies observed that 
the chance of depression in the diabetic organizations was two-fold higher than that, in the non-diabetic 
comparison groups [10]. This relative threat of depression has been more than that observed in the most other 
persistent illnesses [11]. The risk of depression has been increased in women with diabetes [9]. The superiority 
of despair has been more in the sufferers of diabetes who have had long-term complications [12, 13]. 
Comparing the sufferers of diabetes and despair with healthy poeple, the patients with despair and diabetes have 
been proven to have poorer self-management and poor adherence to the antidiabetic, lipid-lowering and 
antihypertensive treatment [14]. They have been more likely to have higher cardiovascular risk elements such as 
smoking, sedentary lifestyle, obesity, and uncontrolled hyperglycaemia [13]. Depression may be a critical 
barrier to the effective diabetes management. Sufferers of depression and diabetes have been more likely to have 
better macrovascular and microvascular difficulties [9] and higher mortality rates [15]. At the same time, 
depression may additionally contribute to bad diabetes-associated outcomes, and diabetes and its complications 
may also contribute to the negative melancholy effects [11, 14, 16], within the absence of the systematic 
screening, the family physicians have left out at the least 50% of the cases of the principal despair [17, 18]. 
Aim of the study 
The aim of this study was to analyze the superiority and determinants of depression in the sufferers of diabetes 
attending diabetic clinics, King Abdulaziz Specialist hospital, Taif, Saudi Arabia. 

METHODOLOGY 

Study design: 
A cross-sectional study design was adopted. 
Study setting: 
The study was carried out in the diabetic center at King Abdulaziz Specialist hospital, Taif city, Mecca.  
Target population: 
All diabetic patients (type 1, type 2) attending diabetic clinics of King Abdulaziz Specialist hospital throughout 
the study period (April to June, 2017) constituted the target population of the study. 
Inclusion criteria were Saudi adult (18 years or above) diabetic patients of both sexes attending the diabetic 
center at King Abdulaziz Specialist hospital.  
Exclusion criteria 
Patients <18 years of age, illiterate patients, non-Saudi patients, any patient with sever psychosis or other form 
of sever co-morbidities, gestational diabetes since they have been followed up out of the center at obstetrics and 
gynecology clinics, were excluded from the study. 
Sample size: 
The sample size (400 patients) was chosen from different clinics in the diabetic center by applying a systematic 
random sampling technique to select 20 patients daily.   
Data collection tools: 
A questionnaire which was developed by the researcher including the following three parts was utilized for data 
collection: 
Personal characteristics : Age, sex, education, employment, marital status, number of children, presence of co-
morbidity (e.g., hypertension, heart disease, bronchial asthma, renal disease, etc.), smoking and family history 
of depression.  
Diabetes-related variables: duration of disease, insulin treatment, compliance with therapy, presence of 
complications. In addition to the data collected from the patients’ file (type of diabetes, number of follow-up 
visits over the last year, last fasting blood glucose level, last HBA1c, weight and height). Fasting blood sugar 
level (mg/dL) of the diabetic patients was assessed. The level of the control of diabetes as indicated by fasting 
blood sugar control was determined according to Campbell and Braithwaite [19], as follows: 
Good (<126 mg/dL) 
Borderline (126-180 mg/dL) 
Poor (>180 mg/dL) 
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Glycosylated hemoglobin (HBA1c) Levels above 9% was considered as the poor control, and the levels above 
12% were considered as very poor control [20]. The Body mass index (BMI) was calculated by dividing the 
weight in kg by the square of the length in meter. The participants were categorized, based on their BMI values 
into four subgroups; normal (BMI from 18.5 to 24.9 kg/m2), overweight (BMI from 25 to 29.9 kg/m2), Obese 
(BMI from 30 to 39.9 kg/m2), and extremely obese (BMI ≥ 40 kg/m2). 
The Beck Depression inventory scale (BDI-II), Arabic version,[21] was used for the screening of depression 
amongst the study population. It is a 21-item self-report measure, and considered as one of the most popular 
screening instruments for detecting the symptoms of depression. It can be used to assess the individuals with 
depressive disorders (13 years of age or older) [22]. It has been designed to document the depressive symptoms 
experienced over a week before testing. The responses to the 21 items have been made on a 4-point scale, 
ranging from 0 to 3 (scores could range from 0 to 63). The traditional cut-off points which were used to estimate 
the severity in adults included: 10–16 indicating the possible mild depression, 17–29 the likely moderate 
depression; and 30–63 the probable severe depression [23].  
Pilot study: A pilot study was conducted on 40 patients to test the wording of the questionnaire in order to avoid 
the inter-observer variation or bias.  
Administrative and ethical considerations: 
All the necessary official permissions were obtained before the data collection.  Prior to the data collection, the 
investigator informed all the participants regarding the objectives of the study. They were assured that no harm 
would be ever expected to occur if they decide to participate in the study. They were also assured about the 
anonymity and the full confidentiality of their responses. Their verbal consents to participate were requested. 
All the diabetic subjects who obtained scores >10 were referred to a psychiatrist to establish the final diagnosis 
and start the management, accordingly. 
During the data collection, thirty seven patients refused to participate in the study. 
Data entry and statistical analysis 
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) software version 23.0 was used for the computerized data entry 
and analysis.  

RESULTS 

Three hundred sixty-three diabetic patients were included in this study. Regarding the socio-demographic 
characteristics, their age was ranged between 18 and 92 years (with a mean±SD of 46.7±13.8 years). The males 
represented 52.9% of them. Most of the participants (79.6%) were married. More than half of them (57.9%) had 
at least four children. More than one third of them (35%) were either housewives or not working ; whereas 
30.9% were governmental employees. The income of 40.1% of them was 5000 SR/month or less, whereas that 
of 28.8% exceeded 10000 SR/month. The prevalence of the current smoking among the participants was 11%, 
whereas that of ex-smoking was 18.5%. 
Regarding the medical history, the results revealed that the family history of depression was reported among 36 
patients representing 9.9% of the respondents. Less than half of the participants (43%) had a history of chronic 
disease other than DM. About one-third of them (32.2%) reported a history of taking at least 3 drugs on daily 
basis for their medical problems. 
In relation to the diabetic history, the result showed that more than half of the diabetic patients (60.6%) reported 
insulin therapy. Approximately two-thirds of them (64.5%) claimed that they have been perfectly compliant 
with the diabetic therapy, whereas only 18 patients representing 5% of the participants reported that they have 
not been compliant with the diabetic therapy. The diabetic complications were reported among 19.6% of the 
diabetic patients. Type 2 diabetes was represented in most of the cases (79.3%), whereas the remaining   20.7% 
were of type 1 diabetes. Regarding the follow-up visits over the last year, 43.8% of the patients reported two 
visits, whereas only 1.9% reported four visits. 
Related to the measurements, the study showed that the body mass index of the diabetic patients ranged between 
14.9 and 55.2 kg/m2 with almost half of them (50.7%) who were obese, and 6.3% who were extremely obese. 
FBG ranged between 80 and 455 mg/dL with more than half of them (56.7%) had poor level, and 27% had 
borderline level. The glycated hemoglobin percentage ranged between 5.2 and 14.4%. According to the glycated 
hemoglobin, diabetes was poorly controlled in 33.1% of the patients and very poorly controlled in 5.2% of 
them. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Major_depressive_disorder#cite_note-124
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As shown in figure 1, depression was reported in almost half of the diabetic patients (47.4%). It was mild in 
20.1% of them, moderate in 20.4%, whereas it was severe in 6.9% of the patients. 

 

As for factors that significantly associated with depression were the patients’ gender (p= 0.002), marital status 
(p=0.001), family history of depression (p= 0.001), level of glycated haemoglobin (p=0.030), level of fasting 
blood glucose (p=0.023), history of insulin therapy (p=0.014), number of daily taken drugs other than those of 
DM (p=0.004), compliance with the therapy and the presence of the diabetic complications (p=0.053, 0.001). 

DISCUSSION 

It has been documented by Lin et al that the existence of depression in diabetes patients has been often 
associated with the adverse diabetes outcomes [24], and since there has been no available data regarding the 
prevalence of depression among the diabetics in Taif region, this study was carried out to investigate the 
possible link between depression and diabetes and its correlates in Taif city, KSA. 
In the current study, the prevalence of depression among the diabetic patients was 47.4%. It was mild among 
20.1% of them, moderate among 20.4% whereas it was severe among 6.9% of patients. Quite similar results 
were reported from Makkah, 2010, [25], Riyadh, 2013 [26], However, a lower prevalence rate (14.5%) has been 
reported in a study carried out by Al-Muzien and Al-Sowielem, 2014 [27] in the Eastern Province of Saudi 
Arabia. 
Internationally, Arshad and Alvi (2016) have reported a prevalence of depression as 38.4% among type 2 
diabetic patients in Pakistan, it was mostly mild [28]. In North India, Raval et al (2010) reported a prevalence of 
41% of clinically significant depression [29]. In another Indian study, Joseph et al reported a rate of 45.2% 
among type 2 diabetic patients , mostly of the moderate depression [30]. In Iran, Khamseh et al (2007) reported 
a prevalence of depression as 71.8% among the patients with diabetes (both types; type 1 and type 2) [31]. 
Several studies conducted in Saudi Arabia [25, 32] and internationally [29, 30, 33] reported a higher prevalence 
of depression among the older patients. In disagreement with these studies, the present study did not observe a 
significant relation between the patients` age and depression.  
Female patients were more likely to develop depression and in particular severe depression compared to the 
male patients in the present study. Similar results have been reported elsewhere [12, 30, 31, 34-36]. However, 
others did not find an association between gender and depression among diabetics [29, 31]. 
In the current study, divorced patients were more likely to have depression and particularly severe form. Other 
studied reported the same findings [37-39]. This could be attributed to the possible lack of the social support 
among the divorced patients, particularly in the conservative societies. In accordance with others either in Saudi 
Arabia [25], or outside it [39], the present study confirmed a significant relationship between the family history 
of depression and developing depression among the diabetic patients. 
Poorly controlled diabetes, as evaluated by the levels of fasting blood sugar and glycosylated haemoglobin 
percentage, was significantly associated with depression, in particular the severe form of depression.  This 
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finding agreed with those of other studies that poorly or uncontrolled diabetes would increase the risk of having 
depression [25, 39, 40- 42]. On the other hand, other studies [10, 31] did not observe significant differences in 
the average HbA1C by the depression status.  
Self-reported level of the compliance with diabetic therapy was borderline significantly associated with 
depression in the present study. This finding agreed with those reported by the others [25, 39, 40].  
In the current survey, the presence of diabetic complications was a significant predictor for depression. Previous 
studies confirmed this finding [25, 31, 39, 42]. Also, Lustman et al [43] observed that longer depression period 
increased the risk of developing diabetic retinopathy as a result of the long periods of poor glycaemic control. 
Additionally, in a meta-analysis done by De Groot et al, [10] a significant association between diabetic 
complications and depression was confirmed.  
The present study showed a significant association between insulin therapy and depression. In this context, 
Peyrot and Ruben [44] found that the risk to develop depression increased by forty percent among the diabetics 
type 2 patients who were using insulin.  
Important limitations to the current study included the cross-sectional nature of the study design which only 
proved the association and not causality, the use of the self-report questionnaires, as it had been reported that the 
rate of depression was higher in the self-report questionnaires than the psychiatric interviews [45], and finally, 
carrying out the study in one institution in Taif made it difficult to generalize the findings to the other 
institutions. 

CONCLUSION 

Approximately half of Saudi adult diabetic patients of both sexes attended the diabetic center at King Abdulaziz 
Specialist hospital in Taif city were depressed, mostly of the mild and moderate levels. Factors significantly 
associated with depression included the patients’ gender, marital status, family history of depression, level of 
glycated haemoglobin, level of fasting blood glucose, history of insulin therapy, number of daily taken drugs 
other than those of DM, compliance with therapy and presence of the diabetic complications. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Organizing a screening program for depression among all the diabetic patients at diabetic centers as 
well as the primary healthcare centers through trained family physicians particularly for high risk 
groups (females, uncontrolled, insulin treated and complicated patients). 

2. Referring the diabetic patients suffering from severe depression to the psychiatrists as early as possible. 
3. Conducting educational programs for physicians who are responsible for diabetic care to update their 

knowledge regarding the psychiatric aspects of their patients. 
4. Creating a line of communication between the psychiatrists and physicians in diabetic centers. 
5. Reducing the risk of the diabetes complications  
6. Conducting further studies to include the patients from other institutions in Taif city. 
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